HUMAN RESOURCES
is a software for document
management
that
natively
integrates a powerful workflow
module.
This software allows you not only to digitally manage the
documents archive (documents can be easily found and
shared, thus reducing paper use), but also to use them in a
process: with the WORKFLOW module the process guides
every user through specific TASKS (actions to perform)
that come directly on the user’s desktop. Other
information available for each process is also document
type, notes, actions.
NEW EMPLOYEE
This workflow imports the documents that candidates
must fill out in order to be employed. The request is done
through a workflow that generates documents with
ARXivar Report Manager, using a different unique
barcode.
The document is placed into a Spool Recognition polled
folder that imports the document in ARXivar and prints
the document. The workflow archives the documents as
secondary process documents, by linking them to the
main document of the process. If the candidate is
employed the workflow recovers these documents, sends
a notification to HR manager for the insertion of the new
employee and then inserts the documentation into the
employee folder.

JOB INTERVIEW MANAGEMENT
A deep need is the ability to check whether candidates are
new or were already interviewed and not chosen.
The problem is solved by filling out an ARXivar template,
inserting the outcome of the job interview and, if
necessary, a report that according to some variables
(sector, area) generates a list of candidates, highlighting
the outcome.
HOLIDAY AND LEAVE APPROVAL
With a form (Mask) or Template, both accessible from
AWP (ARXIVAR WEB PORTAL) an employee can send a
holiday or leave request.
The request activates an approval procedure for the
responsible and the HR department. The procedure ends
with approval/refuse.

WEB PORTAL FOR THE EMPLOYEE
With AWP (Arxivar Web
portal) you can publish
documents on the WEB.
Employees will be able to
view their contracts, paysheets, holidays and leaves,
rules, etc…

In this way documents are available as documents linked
to selection (candidates not employed) or in employee
folder (candidates employed).
BUSINESS TRIP REQUEST
Business Trip Organization. The workflow manages trip
requests, by checking costs, destinations and potential
order.
They will be also able to send requests from the portal
through specific masks (Forms) that will trigger a
process.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
EMPLOYEE FOLDER
Employee data must be processed and stored in a
confidential way, otherwise there may be penalties.
ARXivar collects the main information of employees in
“Binders”.
Data are managed and organized so that you can consult
it at any time. Information can be:
- hiring
- departments and tasks
- absence
- disciplinary action
Binders manage the information that the administrator
needs: data, tasks, times, business units, actions, absences.
EXPENSE ACCOUNT AND TRANSFERS
The workflow manages the requests, authorizations and
documents from and to the employees and the
responsible,
with
different
authorization levels.
It
manages
trip
planning,
travel
tickets, hotel and car
booking.
The expense account
and
transfers
management is a crucial point, above all for the expenses
(costs for transfers, trip planning, expenses account and
registration).

REPORT
With ARXivar REPORT you can generate prints and
information about document management and their
processes.
NEW EMPLOYEE REQUEST
The goal of the process is to forward and manage the
requests from the many departments. The mask asks the
user to insert all the data for profile, salary and contract
terms. The process then involves any person required for
the request and triggers the process to manage the new
employee.

All documentation will be automatically inserted in the
new employee folder.

COMMUNICATIONS TO EMPLOYEES
With a series a templates for the creation of standard
documents you can prepare communications and rules
for the employees. These documents are subjected to an
approval process before validating their distribution.
They are also displayed on ARXIVAR PORTAL, directly on
the WEB.
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